CLOSING INDIA’S FINANCIAL GENDER GAP

Between 2011 and 2014, 700 million people around the world gained access to a formal financial account for the first time. While this feat
represents a great step toward advancing financial inclusion, throughout emerging markets, a financial gender gap persists, with women
lagging men when it comes to access to basic financial services, like a checking or savings account. Omidyar Network has commissioned
recent research that sizes the financial gender gap in India and highlights trends, challenges, and opportunities for financial services providers.
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THE NUMBER OF FINANCIALLY EXCLUDED WOMEN REMAINS HIGH
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UNDERSTANDING THEIR BARRIERS IS CRITICAL
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GOOD FOR WOMEN, GOOD FOR BUSINESS
Appropriate products can unlock
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GOOD PRODUCT DESIGN
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India gender gap data compiled by Dalberg through analysis of public available sources, including: Intermedia FII (2015), Reserve Bank of India Basic Statistical Returns of Scheduled Commercial Banks in India
Vol. 44 (2015), and PMJDY Progress Report (2016). Behavioral insights sourced from “A Buck Short” by Bankable Frontier Associates (BFA), using financial diaries data collected in India, Mexico, and Kenya.

